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We analyze by means of extensive omputer simulations the out of equilibrium dynamis of

Edwards-Anderson spin glasses in d = 4 and d = 6 dimensions with ±J interations. In partiular,

we fous our analysis on the saling properties of the two-time autoorrelation funtion in a range of

temperatures from T = 0.07Tc to T = 0.75Tc in both systems. We observe that the aging dynamis

of the ±J models is di�erent from that observed in the orresponding Gaussian models. In both

the 4d and 6d models at very low temperatures we study the e�ets of disretization of energy

levels. Strong interrupted aging behaviors are found. We argue that this is beause in the times

aessible to our simulations the systems are only able to probe ativated dynamis through the

lowest disrete energy levels and remain trapped around nearly �at regions of the energy landsape.

For temperatures T ≥ 0.5Tc in 4d we �nd logarithmi salings that are ompatible with dynamial

ultrametriity, while in 6d the relaxation an also be desribed by super-aging salings.

I. INTRODUCTION

After more than twenty years of extensive researh,

the physis of spin glasses is still far from being om-

pletely understood. The inherent omplexity of the phys-

ial senario together with unsurmountable mathemati-

al di�ulties undermine even the simplest theoretial

approahes that attempt to inlude basi realisti ingre-

dients. Notwithstanding that a large amount of informa-

tion ould be extrated from the analysis of the mean

�eld model (i.e. the Sherrington-Kirkpatrik model

1,2

),

the extension of those results to �nite dimensional spin

glasses remains a matter of hard ontroversy in the statis-

tial physis ommunity

3,4

. In this ontext large sale nu-

merial simulations emerged as a valuable aid in gaining

physial insight into more realisti models

5,6

; however,

they pose suh a serious demand over existent omputa-

tional apabilities that the study of the low temperature

phases of these systems may be onsidered in many re-

spets to be still in an exploratory state.

Regarding the out of equilibrium behavior of �nite di-

mensional spin glasses, muh attention has been devoted

to models with ontinuous ouplings distributions

6,7

.

One important feature of these systems is that the ground

state is unique. For Gaussian ouplings, the aging be-

havior of models in 3d and 4d reported in the literature

seems to be ompatible with the simple aging or weak

interrupted aging senarios (to be de�ned below). These

partiular senarios suggest a rather simple phase spae

struture with a unique relevant time sale, namely the

age of the system. This apparently simple behavior ould

be a onsequene of the existene of strongly separated

temporal sales. Beause of this during the time span of

a simulation or experiment at very low temperatures the

system ould not be able to ross over between di�erent

time regimes and only one relevant time sale is probed.

One may wonder whether the relatively simple dynam-

ial behavior observed in spin glasses with ontinuous dis-

tributions at very low temperatures an also be expeted

in systems with disrete ouplings, whih present a strong

degeneray of their ground states as well as a notieable

disretization of their low-energy spetrum. That might

lead to very low temperature e�ets that ould not be

observable in ontinuous spin glasses.

It is known that at temperatures relatively lose to Tc

there is no qualitative di�erene in the phenomenologial

haraterization of aging

10

between the ontinuous and

disrete ouplings systems. However, at lower temper-

atures, e�ets deriving from the disrete nature of the

energy spetrum as well as from the high degeneray of

the ground states may beome apparent in disrete mod-

els.

Saling properties ontribute to a quantitative desrip-

tion of omplex phenomena, even in ases where a general

theory is laking

3,11,12

. In this respet, di�erent dynami-

al universality lasses may emerge for whih similar sal-

ing funtions desribe the dynamis of di�erent systems.

The knowledge of these saling rules gives onsiderable

insight into the nature of the underlying dynamial pro-

esses.

In this paper we present the results of an extensive

numerial study of the aging dynamis and saling prop-

erties of the two-time autoorrelation funtions for the

±J Edwards-Anderson spin glasses in dimensions d = 4
and d = 6 at temperatures whih over the whole low

temperature phases of the models.

Our results show important di�erenes between the ag-

ing dynamis of the ±J models ompared with the orre-

sponding Gaussian models. At the very low temperatures

T = 0.07Tc and T = 0.15Tc we �nd interrupted aging se-

narios both in 4d and 6d. In partiular, for the lowest

temperature we �nd a very small exponent indiative of a

http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0207105v1
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rapid relaxation to a stationary dynamis. At �rst sight

this seems hard to reonile with the expeted very slow

relaxation whih takes plae at these extremely low tem-

peratures. Nevertheless this an be seen as a onsequene

of the disrete nature of energy levels whih an produe

some non trivial time dependent phenomena at very low

temperatures at time sales roughly independent of the

waiting time tw. The systems simply do not have enough

time to relax over barriers dependent on tw. So this dy-

namis is ompletely di�erent from the usual long time

non-equilibrium relaxation but is not trivial due to the

disreteness of the low lying energy levels. At T = 0.5Tc

we observe some di�erenes in the behavior in 4d and

in 6d. In 4d logarithmi salings, whih are ompatible

with dynami ultrametriity, work very well even at this

relatively high temperature. In 6d the senario is less

lear sine we observe that although logarithmi salings

are very good it is also possible to sale the data with a

super-aging saling form. As d = 6 is the upper ritial

dimension the relaxation dynamis should present some

features of the in�nite range model. We �nd insted that

the behavior is more similar to that at lower dimensions

than to the mean �eld model.

The paper is organized as follows: in setion II we

de�ne the model studied and the observables measured;

in setion III and IV we analyze the results of the 4d

and 6d models respetively. Finally the onlusions and

a disussion are presented in setion V.

II. MODEL AND METHOD

The system onsists of a d-dimensional hyperubi lat-

tie of Ising spins whih interat aording to the follow-

ing Hamiltonian:

H = −
∑

〈i,j〉

JijSiSj , (1)

where the symbol 〈i, j〉 indiates that only �rst neighbor

pairs i, j are taken into aount. The oupling onstants

Jij are binary random variables hosen from the following

probability distribution:

ρ(Jij) =
1

2

(

δ(Jij − 1) + δ(Jij + 1)
)

. (2)

The time evolution of the model is governed by a stan-

dard heat-bath Monte Carlo proess with sequential ran-

dom update. The imposed boundary onditions were pe-

riodi in 4d and helial in 6d

13

. In the pratial imple-

mentation of the numerial algorithm a signi�ant in-

rease in speed was aomplished by using multi-spin

oding

13

so eah spin and oupling onstant demand just

one bit of information eah for storage. In this way we

an run many replias at the same time at the ost of a

single realization. In all ases the dynamis is initiated

from a random on�guration, simulating a sudden quenh

from in�nite temperature into the spin glass phase.

One straightforward way to haraterize the out of

equilibrium dynamis of omplex magneti systems is

through the analysis of the two-time autoorrelation

funtion C(t, t′), whih an exhibit history dependent

features usually referred to as aging. A system that has

attained thermodynami equilibrium will show a station-

ary dynamis for whih only time di�erenes make phys-

ial sense, and therefore C(t, t′) ≡ C(t − t′). However,

omplex magneti systems suh as spin glasses show a

muh more omplex behavior due to the presene of an

extremely slow relaxational dynamis. These materials

may be out of equilibrium for spans of time longer than

any available time sale in the laboratory. In this irum-

stanes insight into the ongoing proesses an be obtained

by studying the saling properties of dynamial quanti-

ties like C(tw + t, tw), where the waiting time, tw, stands
for the age of the system measured after a quenh into

the spin glass phase, and t stands for the time measured

sine the age tw.
In the numerial experiments we ompute the quantity

C(tw + t, tw) =
[ 1

N

N
∑

i=1

Si(tw + t)Si(tw)
]

av
, (3)

where we have denoted by [. . .]av an average taken over

several realizations of the random ouplings and thermal

histories. An additive form for the autoorrelations was

assumed:

C(tw + t, tw) = Cst(t) + Cag

(h(tw + t)

h(tw)

)

. (4)

The stationary part Cst(t) is well desribed by an alge-

brai deay of the form Cst(t) = At−x(T ) + q. There is

no theoretial basis for determining the saling funtion

h(z) appearing in the aging part of the autoorrelations.

There have been proposed a ouple of simple forms whih

work reasonably well for relaxations in the viinity of sim-

ple aging, in the sense that the orret saling variable is

of the form t/tµw with µ ∼ 17. In our ase it was not pos-

sible to �nd a unique realization of the funtion h(z) for
the whole range of temperatures studied. In the saling

analysis we restrited ourselves to �nd the relevant sal-

ing variables for the aging part of the autoorrelations.

III. D=4

The simulations of the four dimensional Edwards-

Anderson model were done for systems of linear size

L = 12 (T = 0.07Tc) and L = 10 imposing periodi

boundary onditions. We reall that the ritial temper-

ature for this model has been estimated to be Tc ≈ 28,9.

A. Very low temperatures: probing the

disreteness of the lowest energy levels

In Figure 1 we show the behavior of the two-time au-

toorrelation funtion C(tw + t, tw) at the temperature
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T = 0.07Tc. The waiting times are tw = 2k, k = 14 . . .19,
and the simulation was run up to t = 107 MCS. There

is a weak dependene on the wainting time and the sys-

tem relaxes to a stationary regime presenting a strong

sub-aging behavior.
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FIG. 1: Two-time autoorrelation funtion for the ±J spin

glass in d = 4 with linear size L = 12 after a quenh to

T = 0.07Tc in a double logarithmi plot. The waiting times

are tw = 2k, k = 14 . . . 19 from bottom to top. Inset: the

result of a miroanonial run after tw for the three longest

tw' s.

In Figure 2 we show the best saling obtained for the

long time behavior of the autoorelation funtion after

subtration of the stationary part:

Cst(T ) = At−x(T ) + q. (5)

In this partiular ase, the best �t was obtained for

x(T ) = 0.57 (a rather high value) and q ≈ 0.93. In the

(weakly) tw dependent region it is possible to distinguish

two regimes: a �rst one when the system falls out of

the quasi-equilibrium and a seond regime at long times.

Both are very well desribed by di�erent interrupted or

sub-aging salings of the form:

Cag(tw + t, tw) = C
( t

tµw

)

. (6)

For very long times, the best �t yields an exponent

µ ≃ 0.1 whih haraterizes a very strong sub-aging

regime. It is also possible to ollapse the data in the

time window orresponding to the �rst out of equilib-

rium regime (t ≈ tw) with the form given by Eq.(6) with

an exponent µ ≃ 0.27 as an be seen in �gure 3. Note

that the �rst sub-aging regime disappears gradually as

tw grows and e�etively, after the longest waiting time

studied tw ≃ 5 · 105, these slow modes have pratially

equilibrated. After these very long waiting times the sys-

tem evolves quikly to a stationary situation with a very

short harateristi aging time ≃ t0.1w . The observation of
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FIG. 2: Interrupted aging saling for the asymptoti time

regime of the data shown in �gure 1. The stationary deay

of the orrelations has been subtrated, �t parameters are

A = 0.04 and x = 0.57. The interrupted aging exponent is

µ = 0.1.
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FIG. 3: Interrupted aging saling for the intermediate time

regime of the data shown in �gure 1. This time regime is har-

aterized by an interrupted aging exponent µ = 0.27 higher

than the orresponding one seen in the asymptoti regime of

�gure 2.

these sub-aging regimes at this very low temperature is

onsequene of the disrete nature of the low lying energy

levels. In fat the smallest time sale for ativation in this

energy landsape is of the order of exp (2/T ) ≈ 1, 6 · 106

whih is approximately the time where the orrelation

leaves the quasi-equilibrium regime (see Figure 1). Up

to this time sale the system relaxes e�etively in the

�at energy landsape de�ned by the sites with zero loal

�eld whih are free to �ip (besides a smaller group whih

an still ontribute to lowering the energy). Note that
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the value of the orrelation in the plateau C = q in this

regime does not orrespond to the equilibrim order pa-

rameter qEA but instead to one minus the fration of sites

with zero �eld

21

. After a time of the order of exp (1/0.07)
thermal ativation begins to take plae through the low-

est lying barriers and the orrelations deay to zero as

the system expands its available phase spae. As a fur-

ther test for this interpretation we have performed a set

of simulations in a miroanonial ensemble whih are

shown in the inset of Figure 1: for the three longest

waiting times we have allowed the system to relax up

to tw and from then on only �ips of spins with zero loal

�elds were allowed. In these onditions the orrelations

deayed only to the plateau suggesting that the long time

deay in the anonial dynamis was produed by ati-

vation over low energy barriers. The senario for this

behavior is quite lear: after a long waiting time, the

system di�uses further in a �at energy landsape sur-

rounded by barriers of minimum height ∆E = 2. At

time sales of the order of exp (2/T ) it an further relax

by thermal ativation over these low barriers. The next

level is at τ ≃ exp (4/T ) ≈ 2, 56 · 1012 and it is learly

unreahable. The simpliity of the landsape seen by the

system at this temperature explains the presene of the

rapidly interrupted aging whih is observed.

In �gure 4 we present the results of a simulation per-

formed at a higher temperature (though still very low)

T = 0.15Tc. At this temperature in the time range of the

simulation the system is able to probe ativation over

barriers of height ∆E = 2 and ∆E = 4. The waiting

times are tw = 5000, 10000, 50000 and 200000. The three
urves for the shortest waiting times an still be well ol-

lapsed for large values of t by the interrupted aging form

(6), with an exponent µ ≈ 0.3. However, the last urve

(tw = 200000) learly departs from this saling, signaling

a rossover to another regime. It is still possible to see

an intermediate regime for the shortest tw's.

B. Full aging dynamis

As the thermal energy is raised above the lowest lying

levels the full ruggedness of the landsape should emerge

and true aging dynamis should be restored. What hap-

pens when the thermal energy is enough to turn disrete

energy levels undetetable? In �gure 5 we see the au-

toorrelations for a temperature T = 0.5Tc for three

waiting times tw = 10000, 50000, 100000. A �t to the

quasi-equilibrium region gives x(T ) = 0.1 and q = 0.62,
indiating a very slow relaxation. This is due to the in-

reasing omplexity of the phase spae visited at this

temperature. The best saling form obtained for the ag-

ing regime is presented in �gure 6 and orresponds to the

following logarithmi form:

Cag(tw + t, tw) = C
( ln t

ln tw

)

. (7)
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FIG. 4: Interrupted aging saling for the asymptoti regime

of the d=4 Edwards-Anderson model at T = 0.15Tc with

linear size L = 10 and four di�erent waiting times tw =
5000, 10000, 50000 and 200000. The �tting parameters of the

stationary regime are A = 0.03 and x(T ) = 0.54. In this

regime the sub-aging exponent is µ = 0.3. Note that the

urve for the longest waiting time is beginning to depart from

this regime.

Note that there is still an intermediate regime whih is

not well desribed by this logarithmi saling but the

orresponding time window is too small to try a reason-

able ollapse there. On the other side, in the long time

regime the logarithmi saling (7) works remarkably well.

It is worth noting that this form of the saling funtion is

ompatible with dynamial ultrametriity (see

15

). This

form is slightly di�erent from that expeted by a droplet

like senario, whih takes the form ln (t+ tw)/ ln (tw) and
does not obey ultrametriity. This new evidene for a

(weak) ultrametriity obtained diretly from aging mea-

surements is in agreement with reent results for the same

model obtained from a quite di�erent approah

16

. We

have also done simulations at temperature T = 0.75Tc

(not shown) and the results are ompatible with the log-

arithmi saling (7) although due to the strong noise at

this rather high temperature the data is not so lean as

at lower temperatures and the saling of the urves is

not so good. At high temperatures several time sales

are mixed or superposed beause of thermal noise and

onsequently it is di�ult to obtain reliable salings.

C. d=6

We have done a similar analysis of data obtained for

the d = 6 Edwards-Anderson model. As this model is at

the upper ritial dimension we expeted to see a behav-

ior similar to the mean �eld or Sherrington-Kirkpatrik

(SK) model

14,17,18

. The o� equilibrium dynamis of the

SK model is only poorly understood due to the omplex-
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FIG. 5: Two-time autoorrelation funtion for the ±J spin

glass in d = 4 with linear size L = 10 after a quenh to

T = 0.5Tc. The waiting times are tw = 10000, 50000 and

100000.
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FIG. 6: Logarithmi aging saling for the asymptoti time

regime of the data shown in �gure 5. Fit parameters are

A = 0.3 and x(T ) = 0.1.

ity whih emerges from the full replia symmerty break-

ing whih is the entral harateristi of that model. As

a onsequene of the omplex ultrametri organization of

time sales no simple saling form an be found for the

aging dynamis whih might be desribed by a superpo-

sition of saling regimes of the form

14

:

Cag(tw + t, tw) =
∑

i

Ci

(hi(tw + t)

hi(tw)

)

. (8)

Nevertheless we have found a muh simpler senario

whih is in fat very similar to what is observed in d = 3

and d = 4. The transition to an SK like aging senario

seems to be very slow as the onnetivity of the system

grows.

All these simulations were arried out for systems with

linear size L = 5. It is worth noting that the ompu-

tational time required for simulating these systems in-

reases as L6
, making it muh more di�ult to use larger

values of L. The ritial temperature of this model was

estimated in

19,20

to be Tc ≃ 3. Here again we start by

onsidering the very low temperature ase T = 0.07Tc.
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FIG. 7: Sub-aging saling for two-time autoorrelation fun-

tions of the d=6 Edwards-Anderson ±J spin glass at T =
0.07Tc. The �t parameters are A = 0.027, x(T ) = 0.55 and

µ = 0.25.
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FIG. 8: Sub-aging saling for the two-time autoorrelation

funtions for the d=6 ±J spin glass at T = 0.15Tc. Fit pa-

rameters are A = 0.04, x(T ) = 0.29 and µ = 0.93.

The overall behavior of the two-time autoorrelation

funtion is similar to that desribed for dimension d = 4.
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It is possible to identify two di�erent sub-aging regimes

within the time window of our simulation, whih overs

up to t = 107. Both in the intermediate and in the

asymptoti regimes the funtions C(tw + t, tw) an be

very well ollapsed by an interrupted aging senario of the

form (6). In Figure 7 we show the best saling obtained

for the long time behavior of the autoorrelation after

subtration of the stationary part. The plots orrespond

to the three longest waiting times: tw = 215, 217 and

219. The �tting in the quasi-equilibrium regime yielded

x(T ) = 0.55 and q ≃ 0.96, similar to those found for d =
4 at the same temperature. The two regimes desribed

above an be learly identi�ed in this graph. For the

last regime, the best data ollapse yields an exponent

µ ≈ 0.25 and in the intermediate regime µ ≈ 0.9 (this

�gure is not shown).

In �gure 8 we present the results of a similar simula-

tion performed at T = 0.15Tc. Here we note that the long

times regime whih had a smaller exponent (faster relax-

ation) has now disappeared. Atually the three urves

an be very well ollapsed by a unique interrupted sal-

ing form with µ = 0.93. The main di�erene between this

simulation and that performed for d = 4 (see �gure 4) is

the fat that now it is not seen the rossover desribed

in d = 4 for the longest waiting time.

Note also that as T inreases the saling form ap-

proahes the simple aging saling law µ → 1.
At T = 0.5Tc the senario is not so lear as in d = 4.

In �gures 9 and 10 we present two di�erent salings. In

9 we use the expression (7) and in 10 the same saling

form used in the interrupted senario. Nevertheless, it

is important to stress that in this last ase the exponent

that produes the best ollapse is µ ≈ 1.2, indiating
the possible existene of a super-aging regime. However,

as an be onluded from these �gures, it is di�ult to

deide whih is the true saling law. In summary, as

mentioned at the beginning of this setion the d = 6
model presents an aging dynamis very similar to the

d = 4 ase at orresponding temperatures and it seems

to be still far from the limit of the mean �eld system

studied in

17,18

.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented an extensive numerial

study of the out of equilibrium dynamis of spin glasses

with disrete ouplings de�ned on hyperubi latties in 4
and 6 dimensions, for very low temperatures T = 0.07Tc,

T = 0.15Tc and T = 0.5Tc.

The relaxation behavior of the model with ±J ou-

plings is di�erent from that with ontinuous gaussian

ouplings. While the observed aging dynamis of the

gaussian model is desribed in a wide range of temper-

atures and time sales by simple aging or weak inter-

rupted aging salings, the observed behavior of the ±J
model seems to depart from that. At the lowest temper-

atures studied , that is for T = 0.07Tc and T = 0.15Tc,
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FIG. 9: Logarithmi saling for the two-time autoorrelation

funtions of the d=6 Edwards-Anderson spin glass at T =
0.5Tc. Fit parameters are A = 0.34 and x(T ) = 0.16 and

q = 0.59.
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FIG. 10: Super-aging saling for the same data of �gure (9).

Fit parameters are A = 0.34 and x(T ) = 0.16, q = 0.59 and

µ = 1.2.

the thermal energy is still not enough to permit ativa-

tion over several sales and only the lowest lying energy

levels are probed. As a onsequene the system di�uses

on a �at energy landsape surrounded by low barriers of

height 2 or at most 4. It relaxes in this simple landsape

presenting a kind of interrupted aging with a rapid relax-

ation to stationarity. In this sense these relaxations are

pratially independent of tw and true aging is restored

only at higher temperatures. In order to see true aging at

these very low temperatures we would have to wait for ex-

tremely long times. At T = 0.5Tc both in d = 4 and d = 6
the full aging is restored, no more signs of interrupted



7

salings are seen but a slower logarithmi saling is ob-

served. At this intermediate temperature range thermal

energy is large ompared with the low lying energy states

whih were important at the lower temperatures. Con-

sequently the aging dynamis proeeds slowly but with

the tendeny of restoring ergodiity and equilibrium as tw
grows. It is important to stress that for no one of the tem-

peratures studied T = 0.07Tc, T = 0.15Tc, T = 0.5Tc,

and T = 0.75Tc simple aging senarios were found, in

ontrast to what seems to be the rule for the gaussian

spin glass model. Insted the logarithmi aging observed

at T = 0.5Tc (and also at T = 0.75Tc) points to a simple

hierarhy of time sales with dynamial ultrametriity as

observed in

16

. On the other hand, even for the model in

d = 6, whih is at the upper ritial dimension, the qual-

itative form of the aging urves and the saling funtions

are very di�erent from those found in the SK model

17

and in the Hop�eld model

18

whih are known to present

full replia symmetry breaking and a onsequently full

hierarhial or ultrametri organization of time sales

14

.

In this respet it is worth iting reent work by Yoshino,

Hukushima and Takayama

12

where they presented an ex-

tended version of the dynamial droplet theory. Two in-

teresting new prediitions are the presene of a new dy-

namial order parameter qD < qEA whih should be ob-

served in a partiular lenght/time saling regime and the

distintion between the times at whih time translation

invariane and the Flutuation-Dissipation Theorem are

violated. The authors presented numerial results on the

d = 4 ±J spin glass to support their �ndings but learly

more preise measurements are needed in order to test

the theoretial preditions. In partiular, saling fun-

tions depend on the growth law of the oherene lenght

L(t) whih permits to see the rossover between ritial

to ativated dynamis. Unfortunately this information is

still not available for the temperatures and time sales

reahed in our simulations whih we think are neessary

in order to learly see the separation of time regimes dur-

ing aging dynamis. We expet new interesting results

to ome from these kind of analysis in the near future.
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